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ABSTRACT
Modeling a student’s knowledge state while she is solving
exercises is a crucial stepping stone towards providing bet-
ter personalized learning experiences at scale. This task,
also referred to as “knowledge tracing”, has been explored
extensively on exercises where student submissions fall
into a finite discrete solution space, e.g. a multiple-choice
answer. However, we believe that rich information about
a student’s learning is captured within their responses
to open-ended problems with unbounded solution spaces,
such as programming exercises. In addition, sequential
snapshots of a student’s progress while she is solving
a single exercise can provide valuable insights into her
learning behavior. In this setting, creating representa-
tions for a student’s knowledge state is a challenging task,
but with recent advances in machine learning, there are
more promising techniques to learn representations for
complex entities. In our work, we feed the embedded
program submissions into a recurrent neural network and
train it on the task of predicting the student’s success
on the subsequent programming exercise. By training on
this task, the model learns nuanced representations of a
student’s knowledge, and reliably predicts future student
performance.
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INTRODUCTION
With the inception of online learning platforms, educa-
tors around the world can reach millions of students by
disseminating course content through virtual classrooms.
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However, in these online environments, teachers’ ability
to observe students is lost. Understanding a student’s
incremental progress is invaluable. For instance, if a
teacher watches a student work through an exercise, she
can observe the student’s strengths, knowledge gaps as
well as motivation. Hence, the process by which the
student reaches the final solution is as important as the
solution itself. We attempt to encode these markers of
progress.
We performed representation learning with recurrent
neural networks to understand a student’s learning tra-
jectory as they solve open-ended programming exercises
from the Hour of Code course, a Massive Open Online
Course (MOOC) on Code.org. The deep learning model
trains on a student’s history of past code submissions
and predicts the student’s performance on the next
exercise. The model is able to learn meaningful feature
representations for a student’s series of submissions
and hence does not require manual feature selection,
which would be very difficult for open-ended exercises.
Furthermore, the learned representations can be used
for other related tasks, such as predicting an intervention.

RELATED WORK
Representation Learning with Recurrent Neural Networks
In the field of machine learning, representation learning
is the task of learning a model to create meaningful
representations from low-level raw data inputs. The goal
of representation learning is to reduce the amount of
human input and expert knowledge needed to preprocess
data before feeding it into machine learning algorithms
[1].
In contrast to manually selecting high-level features, rep-
resentation learning algorithms are trained to extract
features directly from raw input, e.g. from words in a
document.
The learned representations can be used for other related
tasks as well. E.g. In word2vec [6], word representations
were trained on predicting context words but were then
used for document classification and translation.
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In recent years, representations learned by Deep Neural
Networks (DNNs) have outperformed other methods in
many tasks including image classification [1]. Empirically,
DNNs do particularly well when the raw data has high
semantic complexity and manually choosing features is
not only tedious, but often insufficient.
Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) are a subtype of neu-
ral networks that takes inputs over multiple timesteps,
which makes them particularly suited for learning rep-
resentations on sequential data. RNNs have been suc-
cessfully applied to modeling and translating natural
language sentences, performing speech recognition, and
completing other tasks on data with temporal relation-
ships.

Knowledge Tracing
The task of knowledge tracing can be formalized as: given
observations of interactions x0 . . .xt taken by a student
on a particular learning task, predict aspects of their next
interaction xt+1 [2].
RNNs have been applied to the knowledge tracing task
in the past to understand how students progress through
different problems. Piech et al. applied RNNs to data
from Khan Academy’s online courses to predict student
performance [8]. The authors found that RNNs can
robustly predict whether or not a student will solve a
particular problem correctly given the accuracy of his-
toric solutions. More recent answers are a more accurate
representation of students’ current state, hence our DKT
models use RNNs with long short-term memory (LSTM)
to weight recent inputs more heavily while still taking into
account historic inputs, a method developed in Hochre-
iter and Schmidhuber’s paper [4]. Other models that
are designed to take low dimensional inputs, such as IRT
and modifications of Bayesian Knowledge Tracing [13] [7],
sometimes outperform the initial version of Deep Knowl-
edge Tracing (DKT) [12] [5]. However, DKT does not
require student interactions to be manually labeled with
relevant concepts and the RNN paradigm was designed to
take vectorized inputs, hence it can utilize inputs that ex-
tend beyond the discrete inputs of traditional models [3].
These properties make the model an appropriate fit to
understand trajectories of open-ended student responses.
A limitation with the work of Piech et al. is that it does
not fully leverage the promise of using neural networks
to trace knowledge. The dataset used only contained
binary correct/incorrect information about a student’s
final answer. In contrast, the Hour of Code dataset offers
richly structured data in the form of program submissions.
Previous work in deep knowledge tracing has looked
at student responses over multiple exercises, but not
within an exercise. Our method focuses on a student’s
sequence of submissions within a single programming
exercise to predict future achievement. We model student
learning and progress by capturing representations of
the current state of a student’s program as they work

through the exercise. When focusing exclusively on the
final submission, these steps are ignored.

TASK DEFINITION
In order to create representations of a student’s current
state of knowledge, we chose the following training task:

Based on a student’s sequence of code submission
attempts over time (hereby, their "trajectory")
on a programming exercise, predict whether the

student will successfully complete the next
programming exercise within the same course.

DATASET: HOUR OF CODE EXERCISE 18
The Hour of Code course consists of twenty introduc-
tory programming exercises aimed at teaching beginners
fundamental concepts in programming. Students build
their programs in a drag-and-drop interface that pieces
together blocks of code. The number of possible programs
a student can write is infinite since submissions can in-
clude any number of block types in any combination. A
student can run their code multiple times for any exercise.
These submissions provide temporal snapshots to track
the student’s learning progress. The student submission
data for Exercises 4 and 18 from this course are publicly
available on code.org/research.
For our experiments, we focus on the sequences of inter-
mediate submissions on Exercise 18. It covers multiple
concepts such as loops, if-else statements, and nested
statements. This Exercise 18 data set contains 1,263,360
code submissions, of which 79,553 are unique, made by
263,569 students. 81.0% of these students arrived at the
correct solution in their last submission.

Student Trajectory Within A Single Exercise
For each student, we focus on her sequence of code sub-
missions for Exercise 18 and her success on Exercise 19.
Each code submission is represented as an abstract syn-
tax tree (AST). Given a student’s trajectory on Exercise
18, our task is to predict their success on the next coding
challenge. We believe success on the next exercise is a
good indicator of the student’s learning progress since
succeeding challenges add new concepts incrementally.
Since the Hour of Code exercises do not have a bounded
solution space (open-ended solutions), students could
produce an infinitely long trajectory of submissions. We
noted that the accuracy of student submissions have a
high correlation with trajectory lengths. For instance, the
vast majority of students with trajectory length 1 solved
the problem with their very first submission. Hence,
we chose to control for trajectory length and train our
models independently for each trajectory length. We ran
experiments on 9 data subsets with trajectory lengths
ranging from 2 to 10, including submissions from 81,880
students.
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MODEL

Recurrent Neural Network Model for Student Trajectories
For our model, we used a Long Short Term Memory
(LSTM) RNN architecture, which is a popular extension
to plain RNNs since it reduces the effect of vanishing
gradients [4].
For our task, xt is the program embedding vector of a
student’s trajectory at time step t. E.g., assume that
a student’s trajectory consists of k submissions. These
are converted into program embeddings which form a
sequence of k embeddings. This sequence is fed into an
RNN, whose final hidden state is passed through a fully
connected layer and a subsequent softmax layer. The
output ŷ of the softmax layer is a probability distribution
over two binary classes, indicating whether the student
successfully solved the next exercise.

Recursive Neural Network for Program Embeddings
In order to expand DKT to understand students as they
produce rich responses over time within an exercise, a
necessary task is to create meaningful embeddings of
their responses. Based on Piech et al.’s previous work
on creating program embeddings for student code[9], we
trained a recursive neural network which allowed us to
vectorize the AST representation of student programs.
Recursive neural networks that learn embeddings on trees
were developed by the NLP community to vectorize sen-
tence parse trees [11]. We extended this idea to coding
programs.
In our program embedding based model, a subtree of the
AST rooted at a node j is represented by a vector which
is computed by a linear combination of subtree repre-
sentations rooted at the children of j. Representation
of leaf nodes in the AST are parameters learned by the
model.The hidden activations at the root of the AST are
used as embeddings.

Baseline Model
For the baseline, we chose two features for each student’s
trajectory T = trajectory(s), which is the published state
of the art at predicting completion of the next exercise on
this dataset, shown to be highly correlated with learning
outcome and performance on the next exercise.
• The Poisson path score of the trajectory T as defined
in [10]. Intuitively, the path score is an estimate
of the time it will take a student to complete the
trajectory series. The path score of a student trajectory
has previously been related to student retention in
sequential challenges [10].

pathScore(T ) =
∑
x∈T

1
λx

where λx is the number of times AST x appears in
student submissions.

• Indicator feature of student success on current exercise
18. A student succeeded if they ended the trajectory

with the solution AST. (In Hour of Code, there is a
unique solution to the exercises, since the solution has
to satisfy both functionality and count requirements.)

To summarize, the two-dimensional feature vector φ(s)
for a student s is built as follows:

φ(s)[0] = pathScore(trajectory(s))

φ(s)[1] =
{

1 if s solved current exercise,
0 otherwise .

Using the features φ(s) as input and
successNextChallenge(s) as a binary label, we
trained a simple logistic regression model. A separate
model for each data subset of trajectory length.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS
To compare our proposed model to the baseline model,
we trained and evaluated each model on each data subset
separately. Each data subset contains student trajectories
of the same length. For both the baseline model and the
LSTM model, we used 90% of the data set to perform
training and the remaining 10% for testing.
Figure 1 illustrates test accuracies of both the baseline
model and the LSTM model on the 9 data subsets. We
can observe that the LSTM model consistently outper-
forms the state of the art baseline by around 5%.
This result is significant since the input we feed into the
LSTM model consists of program embeddings, and not
handpicked features like success on current problem. Our
model identified trajectories that show more promise and
improved student learning.
The ability to understand trajectories suggests that the
representations used for the programs within the trajec-
tories were also meaningful. The program embeddings
were trained to predict the output of any given student
program. Our program embedding model was able to
correctly predict the output for 96% of the programs in
a hold out set, compared to a 54% accuracy from always
predicting the most common output.

FUTURE WORK

Further Analysis of Representations
Since our model is able to predict future student success
reliably purely based on a sequence of program submis-
sions, it learned representations for the trajectories that
are meaningful at least for this particular task. We have
noticed a distinct clustering of trajectory representations,
and will further investigate whether these clusters are
indicative of certain types of learning behaviors or knowl-
edge states. These trajectory representations of students
could potentially be used for subsequent decision making,
e.g. choosing the next exercise or intervention.

Extending to Multiple Exercises
Subject to data availability, we would like to extend
our analysis to cover a series of exercises in the Hour of
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Figure 1. Test accuracies of baseline model and LSTM
model.

Code course. By tracing a students’ progress not just over
submissions to multiple related exercises, we hope to learn
a more accurate picture of the student’s knowledge state.
In addition, by jointly training our model over multiple
exercises, the model could potentially learn more general
representations of student knowledge and behavior that
are not exercise specific.

CONCLUSION
We have shared a preliminary investigation into knowl-
edge tracing over richly structured data with the goal
of gaining a deeper understanding of a student’s current
knowledge and the progression of their learning while
she is progressing through a complex exercise. The only
input we use to trace a student’s knowledge are the raw
code submissions. The model we proposed is generalized,
reducing the need for handpicked features by leverag-
ing the power of internal feature learning in deep neural
networks.
Our results suggest that our model can reliably predict a
student’s success on the next problem purely based on
their sequence of code submissions. Thus, the learned
trajectory representations contain meaningful informa-
tion about a student’s learning and could be potentially
used for making decisions about interventions, e.g. giving
a hint, providing feedback or suggesting a new exercise.
Not just if, but how a student arrives at a solution, is cru-
cial to understanding a student’s knowledge acquisition
and could improve the effectiveness of intelligent tutoring
systems.
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